DR. JAYDEV DENTAL
MICROSCOPIC & DIGITAL DENTISTRY
PLOT NO 1333, JUBILEE HILLS-60, HYDERABAD, INDIA PH: +91 9573 44 44 11
www.drjaydevdental.com, Mail: drjaydevdentalclinic@gmail.com

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
DIGITAL SMILE DESIGN
PREMIUM DENTAL VENEERS

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
ATTENTION TO DETAIL WITH UNCOMPROMISED ESTHETICS
NO TEETH TO FIXED TEETH : FULL MOUTH IMPLANTS
ALL ON SIX FULL MOUTH DENTAL IMPLANTS

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
SMILE MAKE OVER WITH DENTAL VENEERS

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
RECONSTRUCTION OF COLLAPSED BITE WITH PREMIUM ZIRCONIA LAYERED WITH EMAX
CORRECTION OF MALALIGNMENT WITH DENTAL VEEERS

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
AUSSIE PATIENT’S FULL RECONSTRUCTION
SMILE REDESIGN SUCCESS: FAKE TO NATURAL
DIGITAL SMILE DESIGNING-DENTAL VENEERS

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
DR. JAYDEV DENTAL
MICROSCOPIC & DIGITAL DENTISTRY
PLOT NO 1333, JUBILEE HILLS-60, HYDERABAD, INDIA PH: +91 9573 44 44 11
www.drjaydevdental.com, Mail: drjaydevdentalclinic@gmail.com

DIGITAL SMILE DESIGNING – ZIRCONIA CROWNS

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
SMILE MAKEOVER & FULL MOUTH REHABILITATION

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
DIGITAL SMILE DESIGNING & FULL MOUTH REHABILITATION

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
SMILE RECONSTRUCTION – ZIRCONIA CROWNS
DIGITAL SMILE DESIGNING & FULL MOUTH REHABILITATION

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
DIGITAL SMILE MAKEOVER

WE ARE UK TRAINED DENTAL SPECIALISTS
SMILE MAKEOVER – ZIRCONIA CROWNS
COSMETIC DENTAL TREATMENT –
ZIRCONIA CROWNS
“You made me look younger”, she said.

FULL MOUTH REHABILITATION – ZIRCONIA CROWNS
SMILE MAKEOVER
LASER GINGIVAL DEPIGMENTATION
SMILE MAKEOVER
(CROWN LENGTHENING & ZIRCONIA CROWNS)
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